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Bathrooms
6 – 139section i water i nner

Rational bathroom design moves away from a formal, rigid aesthetic by focusing on comfort, 
space and well-balanced functionality. Design takes on a new meaning in modern spaces that 
allow fluidity of movement and which are combined with technology, mouldable materials and a 
range of shapes and dimensions. The focus is on creating a style consistent with the other areas 
of the home and marked by the quality Boffi is known for.
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Ultraclean Lines:
B14

year: 2008design: norbert wangenbath ro om
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ultraclean li nes

This well-defined system captures the essence of a well-structured, modular design. For 
the B14, Norbert Wangen proposes the same bevelled edges seen in the countertop for the 
K14 kitchen. In the bathroom, the 35° edges streamline the composition and create space 
between the worktop and base unit to grip the doors, which are bevelled on the upper por-
tion. Countertops with a five centimeters thickness are available in composite materials, 
marble, stone, quartzite and granite.
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Aesthetic Simmetry:
B15

year: 2008design: norbert wangenbath ro om
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aesth etic si m m etry

A clear-cut design with countless applications and variations retains its formal lines no 
matter the configuration. B15 uses the bevelled edges that have become the designer's 
signature to transform a simple monobloc base unit, with its clean, linear profile, into 
a sophisticated piece of furniture. The compact, symmetrical form produces a standout 
design with exacting proportions.
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Design Evolution:
CASE 5.0 BATH

year: 2023design: pi ero li ssonibath ro om
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design evolution

The eye-catching shape of the CASE 5.0 kitchen is now introduced in the bathroom as 
a wall composition with supporting shelves. It revolves around functionality and design 
rigour with exclusive materials – monochromatic and tactile clay finishes – and the sharp, 
attractive lines seen in the front handle.
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The Aesthetic Sign of Functionality:
FLYER

year: (2013) 2020design: crs boffibath ro om
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th e aesth etic sign of functionality

The name calls to mind an airy lightness. Flyer is available in a linear, wall-mounted ver-
sion for the bathroom featuring surfaces to support sinks and taps as well as cabinets that 
include an undercounter drawer with pressure opening. The goal of the Flyer is to avoid 
having limits placed on modularity and materials.
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Essential Lines and Monomateric Appearance:
FREE ZONE

bath ro om year: (2017) 2020design: crs boffi
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essential li nes and monomateric appearance

The Free Zone modular system is the brainchild of the Boffi Research & Development 
Centre. The wall-mounted units with handle-free fronts provide a visually clean composi-
tion. In addition to a selection of lacquers and materials from wood and stone to compos-
ite, glass and metal, there is a choice of opening methods for the cabinets featuring hinged 
doors, pull-out compartments or coplanar sliding doors to satisfy ever individual taste.
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Elements and Atmospheres:
I FIUMI

year: (1999) 2024design: claudio si lvestri nbath ro om
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elem ents and atmosph eres

The re-edition of I Fiumi, a design by Claudio Silvestrin, is characterised by wall-mounted 
base units with a reduced height for the bathroom that avoid compromising on space. The 
clean lines, without joints, remain together with the 45° bevelled edge. The 60-, 90- and 
120-centimetre modules can be combined with the reproposed Piave countertop washba-
sin. The new 2024 version introduces the monobloc version with a wooden column and 
Rubicone sink together with a precious mirror.
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bath ro om

Poetic Architecture:
I FIUMI ST

year: 2011design: claudio si lvestri n
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poetic arch itecture

Claudio Silvestrin is known for his precise, architectural aesthetic. The absence of joints 
and edges is achieved with a folding technique akin to doubling up a delicate sheet of 
paper. The upper sides of the fronts and side panels have a 45° bevelled edge. Here, con-
tinuity is the aim and generates both a visual and functional clarity.
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Pure Minimalism:
L18

year: 2018design: norbert wangenbath ro om
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pure m i ni mali sm

The minimal rectangular countertop, almost imperceptible in its presence, is made of sol-
id marble with integrated single or double washbasin. The L18 wall-mounted washbasin 
is created from a single block with rounded corners to highlight its reduced thickness.
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Innovative Thinking:
LAPIS

year: (2017) 2021bath ro om design: pi ero li ssoni
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i nnovative th i nki ng

Piero Lissoni creates Lapis, an out-of-the-ordinary column washbasin crafted in alumin-
ium, natural stone and brass that imbues the minimalist rectangular column with classic 
sculptural features. The project is enhanced by the unexpected combination of sophis-
ticated materials. Lapis was conceived as a centrepiece, without an overflow, to make a 
statement in the bathroom.
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Transforming the Stone:
PH STONE

year: 2017design: pi ero li ssonibath ro om
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transform i ng th e stone

This stone washbasin, which can be installed against the wall or placed in the centre of 
the room, is an elegant column available in marble, stone or granite. Its smooth cylindri-
cal shape brings into focus the veining of the materials that are treated with water and oil 
repellents to ensure durability.
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Less is More:
PHC

year: 2005design: pi ero li ssonibath ro om
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less i s more

Following in the footsteps of the version in stone, the sophisticated PHC model inserts 
itself into the bathroom in an almost imperceptible way. Depending on one’s taste, the 
model can serve as a centrepiece or against the wall and made in Corian® or Cristalplant®.
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The Essential Cube:
QUADTWO

year: 2012design: jeffrey bernettbath ro om
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th e essential cube

Quadtwo is a physical expression of aesthetic minimalism. Ideal for residences and con-
tract commissions where space is at a premium, the compact cube is suspended off the 
ground and conceals everything inside a tightly packed space. The storage compartments 
remain hidden inside the monobloc structure in white Cristalplant® – simply follow the 
lines to find them.
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Simple Geometry:
R.I.G. BATHROOM

year: 2019design: m i kal harrsenbath ro om
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si m ple geom etry

Designed by Mikal Harrsen, the R.I.G. system perfectly distils a concept down to its es-
sence. This functional, minimalist design emphasises simple geometry and flexibility. The 
R.I.G. Bathroom offers one the possibility to create highly customisable wall-mounted or 
island compositions. The streamlined frame is made up of metal components fashioned 
into shelving, tops, fronts, panels and countertop washbasins.
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Tactile Shapes:
ROUND SABBIA STONE

year: 2021design: naoto fukasawabath ro om
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tacti le shapes

The Sabbia family is further enhanced with new variations that don’t take away from the 
delicacy of the shape. Round Sabbia Stone, available in countertop or pedestal washbasin 
as well as a bathtub version, share the same rounded shape for the base which further 
softens the profile and support structure.
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Sculpting Comfort:
SABBIA STONE

bath ro om year: 2008design: naoto fukasawa
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sculpti ng com fort

Through the use of natural materials, Naoto Fukasawa has dreamed up an oval shape with 
soft, appealing lines to convey a sense of comfort. The sculptural silhouette available in a 
raised countertop, built-in, wall mounted or freestanding pedestal version and monobloc 
bathtub, is realised thanks to the intelligent use of Cristalplant® and marble. 
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Effortless Design:
SIMPLE

year: 2010design: pi ero li ssoni + crs boffibath ro om
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effortless design

The importance of essential lines is seen in the clean, refined shape of Simple with its ab-
sence of handles as well as its doors and drawers that offer pressure opening. The modular 
system includes suspended containers divided into elements of various sizes that can be 
created in numerous material variations, thus allowing a range of freedom when compos-
ing the unit but which always stresses its trademark aesthetic minimalism.
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In Search of Flexibility:
UPPER UNITS

bath ro om year: 2018design: pi ero li ssoni + crs boffi
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i n search of flex i bi lity

Upper offers the flexibility of a complete bathroom furnishing project in a series of base 
units, open containers and boiserie with shelves and mirrors. The variety of elements and 
materials allows you to create customisable projects in order to sync designwise with the 
rest of the home. The Upper Units suspended bases are characterised by countertop, fronts 
and panels with sides bevelled at 45° so when closed the piece’s thickness is imperceptible.
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Incisive Inspirations:
WOOD-IN

year: 2016design: pi ero li ssonibath ro om
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i nci sive i nspi rations

Piero Lissoni draws inspiration from artisan techniques focused on working the wood 
with one’s hands to craft the perfect joint. This is the aesthetic appeal of Wood-In, with its 
visible corner joints made exclusively from fine woods. The system integrates countertop 
washbasins, which can be completed with an optional square base that can be made in 
different materials such as glass, stone or granite.
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Wardrobes, Shelvings

From bookshelves to wardrobes, Boffi furniture systems are available in a range of compositions 
that highlight their modular features. There are endless design possibilities to create sophistica-
ted, one-of-a-kind ambiences made up of details that combine aesthetics finishes and the highest 
functional quality.

140 – 195section i i water i nner
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Create Your Own Space:
ANTIBES

year: 2015design: pi ero li ssoni + crs boffisystem
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create your own space

The wardrobe and walk-in closet are set up to accommodate accessories, a lockbox, hangers, 
modules, practical compositions, refined finishes, functions and integrated lighting. In short, 
everything needed to suit both large and small spaces. The system allows maximum flexi-
bility depending on one’s needs. The elements can be also blended by placing the Antibes 
wardrobe with doors alongside a door-free Antibes walk-in closet with side panels.
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Inspired by Architecture:
ANTIBES SYSTEM

year: 2019design: pi ero li ssoni + crs boffisystem
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inspired by architecture

The f lexibility of the Antibes living system allows you to create a f loor-to-ceiling setup 
where the structure must be affixed to the ceiling. The wooden framework can be ac-
cessorised with a TV stand in various heights, a desk, containers with drawers or f lap 
doors and the option of integrating ADL glass. The LED strip lighting and contrasting 
lacquered elements create an interplay of colour and movement to underline the elegant, 
architectural profile.
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Understated Versatility:
BROMPTON

year: 2012design: pi ero li ssonisystem
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understated versatility 

The common feature shared by Boffi systems is the ability to configure furniture to fit 
one’s needs. The Brompton shelving system with its storage containers does not overlook 
this fundamental detail. Whether wall mounted or set up as an island, the support struc-
ture in matt black anodised aluminium comes with shelves and containers suitable for any 
space in the home, from the living area to the bedroom and bathroom.
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Products
Overview
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8

B14 by Norbert Wangen, doors and top in Italia grey 
marble. – PIETRA washbasins in Italia grey marble. 
– ELEMENTI mirrors by Elisa Ossino. – PIPE 
washbasin taps by Marcel Wanders, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

12

B15 monobloc units by Norbert Wangen, doors 
in polyester white, top in white Carrara marble. – 
ELEMENTI mirrors by Elisa Ossino. – TWIG small 
table by Keiji Takeuchi. – ECLIPSE washbasin taps 
by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in satin 
stainless steel.

16

CASE 5.0 BATH by Piero Lissoni, doors in Ecolak 
Arctic white, top in Grey Stone marble and protruding 
top in smoked oak veneer wood. – FISHER ISLAND 
XL STONE washbasins by Piero Lissoni in Grey Stone 
marble. – VENEZIANA mirrors by Piero Lissoni. – 
GIÒ lamp by CRS Boffi. – ROUND SABBIA STONE 
bathtub by Naoto Fukasawa in Grey Stone marble. 
– TWIG bathtub shelf by Keiji Takeuchi. – GARDEN 
washbasin taps, bathtub spout and shower taps by 
Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun 
Metal PVD.

39

FLYER floating top by CRS Boffi in old grey 
pinewood. – FLYER unit by CRS Boffi in Silcolak 
hay. – LOTUS STONE washbasin by Naoto Fukasawa 
in white Carrara marble. – LOTUS mirror by Naoto 
Fukasawa. – BOCCIA lamp by Piero Lissoni. – 
FISHER ISLAND bathtub by Piero Lissoni + CRS 
Boffi in white Cristalplant® and Soft Touch grey. 
– ECLIPSE washbasin taps and bathtub spout by 
Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun 
Metal PVD.

42

FREE ZONE by CRS Boffi, doors in Smoked dyed 
oak wood-Freehand, top and sides in white Carrara 
marble. – ROUND SABBIA STONE washbasins by 
Naoto Fukasawa in white Carrara marble. – LOTUS 
mirror by Naoto Fukasawa. – FLYER floating top by 
CRS Boffi in white Carrara marble. – UPPER storage 
units by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi in smoked oak. – 
ROUND SABBIA STONE bathtub by Naoto Fukasawa 
in white Carrara marble. – GARDEN washbasin taps 
and bathtub spout by Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

46

FREE ZONE by CRS Boffi, doors in American elm 
wood-Shades, top and sides in MDI Devon. – PIETRA 
washbasin in MDI Devon. – UPPER storage units 
by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi in black Paperstone®. 
– L.O.P. lamps by CRS Boffi – SOLSTICE mirror by 
Piero Lissoni. – SWIM C bathtub by Piero Lissoni 
in white Cristalplant® with open compartments in 
American elm veneer wood. – GARDEN washbasin 
taps and bathtub spout by Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

24

CASE 5.0 BATH by Piero Lissoni, doors in Polyester 
deep grey, top in white Carrara marble and protruding 
top in smoked oak veneer wood. – FISHER ISLAND 
XL STONE washbasins by Piero Lissoni in white 
Carrara marble. – WK6 OUTLINE mirror by Piero 
Lissoni, frame in smoked oak veneer wood. – FISHER 
ISLAND STONE bathtub by Piero Lissoni + CRS 
Boffi in white Carrara marble. – GARDEN washbasin 
taps and bathtub spout by Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

30

FLYER units by CRS Boffi in Silcolak Luton grey. 
– FISHER ISLAND STONE washbasins by Piero 
Lissoni in Verde Alpi marble. – LOTUS mirrors by 
Naoto Fukasawa. – ECLIPSE washbasin taps by 
Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in satin 
stainless Steel.

36

FLYER units by CRS Boffi in American elm veneer 
wood. – ICELAND washbasins by Piero Lissoni in 
white Cristalplant®. – SOLSTICE mirror by Piero 
Lissoni. – GIÒ lamp by CRS Boffi. – PIPE washbasin 
taps and shower by Marcel Wanders, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in satin stainless steel and red lacquering.

52

I FIUMI by Claudio Silvestrin, in Smoked dyed solid 
oak. – PIAVE washbasins by Claudio Silvestrin in 
Emperador Dark marble. – I FIUMI mirror by Claudio 
Silvestrin in Clay Hydra. – ECLIPSE washbasin taps 
by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt 
Gun Metal PVD.

58

I FIUMI by Claudio Silvestrin in Grey polyester. – 
RUBICONE washbasins by Claudio Silvestrin in Grey 
Stone marble. – LOTUS mirror by Naoto Fukasawa. 
– IKO towel holder by Kensaku Oshiro. – ECLIPSE 
washbasin taps by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

62

I FIUMI ST by Claudio Silvestrin, doors in Canaletto 
walnut, top in Grey Stone marble. – ICELAND 
STONE washbasins by Piero Lissoni in Grey Stone 
marble. – SOLSTICE mirror by Piero Lissoni. – GIÒ 
lamp by CRS Boffi – ICELAND bathtub by Piero 
Lissoni in white Cristalplant®. – TWIG bathtub shelf 
and low table by Keiji Takeuchi – GARDEN washbasin 
taps and bathtub spout by Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.
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70

L18 double washbasin by Norbert Wangen in Rosso 
Lepanto marble. – FLYER unit by CRS Boffi in 
smoked oak veneer wood. – LOTUS mirror by Naoto 
Fukasawa. – GIÒ PRO lamp by CRS Boffi Metals lead. 
– ROUND FISHER bathtub by Piero Lissoni in white 
Corian®. – PIPE washbasin taps and bathtub spout 
by Marcel Wanders, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt 
Gun Metal PVD.

74

LAPIS washbasins with column by Piero Lissoni in 
green onyx and pink onyx with brass basin. – ZONE 
wall units with mirror by Piero Lissoni. – ECLIPSE 
washbasin taps by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

78

PH STONE washbasin with column by Piero Lissoni 
in white Carrara marble. – BOCCIA lamp by Piero 
Lissoni. – ECLIPSE washbasin tap by Studiocharlie, 
Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

94

R.I.G. BATHROOM by Mikal Harrsen, doors and 
top in Grey Stone marble. – RD2 STONE washbasins 
by Mikal Harrsen in Grey Stone marble. – LOTUS 
mirror by Naoto Fukasawa. – ECLIPSE washbasin 
taps by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in satin 
stainless steel.

98

R.I.G. BATHROOM by Mikal Harrsen, doors and 
top in MDI Surrey. – R.I.G. STONE washbasins by 
Mikal Harrsen in MDI Surrey. – GIÒ lamp by CRS 
Boffi. – FAROE bathtub by Piero Lissoni in white 
Cristalplant®. – TWIG bathtub shelf by Keiji Takeuchi. 
– GARDEN washbasin taps and bathtub spout by 
Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun 
Metal PVD.

102

ROUND SABBIA STONE washbasin with column by 
Naoto Fukasawa in Verde Alpi marble. – SOLSTICE 
mirror by Piero Lissoni. – CT LINE units by Victor 
Vasilev in De Castelli DeLabré brass F2. – GARDEN 
washbasin tap by Piero Lissoni, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

82

PHC washbasins with column by Piero Lissoni in white 
Corian® and Soft Touch grey. – R.I.G. MIRROR 
self-bearing mirror by Mikal Harrsen. – ECLIPSE 
washbasin taps by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini 
Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

86

QUADTWO monobloc unit by Jeffrey Bernett, doors 
in Silcolak white and top in white Cristalplant®. – 
LEDLINE mirror by CRS Boffi. – PIPE washbasin tap 
by Marcel Wanders, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt 
Gun Metal PVD.

90

R.I.G. BATHROOM by Mikal Harrsen, doors and top 
in MDI York. – R.I.G. STONE washbasin by Mikal 
Harrsen in MDI York. – R.I.G. MIRROR by Mikal 
Harrsen. – FISHER ISLAND bathtub by Piero Lissoni 
+ CRS Boffi in white Cristalplant®. – SP14 mirror 
by neunzig°design. – SHORTCUT towel holder by 
Nendo. – ECLIPSE washbasin taps and bathtub spout 
by Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt 
Gun Metal PVD.

106

SABBIA STONE washbasins with column by Naoto 
Fukasawa in Grey Stone marble. – SABBIA STONE 
bathtub by Naoto Fukasawa in Grey Stone marble. 
– ECLIPSE washbasin taps and bathtub spout by 
Studiocharlie, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun 
Metal PVD.

116

SIMPLE by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi in Easy Metals 
Iron Luxury. – SIDEL STONE washbasins by Piero 
Lissoni in white Carrara marble. – WK6 mirror by 
Piero Lissoni. – FAROE bathtub by Piero Lissoni in 
white Cristalplant® and Soft Touch grey. – CT LINE 
units by Victor Vasilev in O_Steel. – TAPE shower 
tray and shower box by Monica Armani. – PIPE 
washbasin taps, bathtub spout and shower taps by 
Marcel Wanders, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in satin 
stainless steel and red lacquering. – PIPE clothes hook 
by Marcel Wanders, Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in satin 
stainless steel and red lacquering.

120

UPPER BOISERIE by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi, 
doors in Ecolak Arctic white and top in Superwhite 
marble, shelves in Ecolak Arctic white and back panels 
in Superwhite marble. – ROUND FISHER bathtub 
by Piero Lissoni in white Corian®. – GARDEN 
washbasin taps and shower taps by Piero Lissoni, Boffi 
Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.
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128

UPPER UNITS by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi in U.S 
Canaletto walnut veneer wood. – FLOE STONE 
washbasin by Keiji Takeuchi in Emperador Dark 
marble. – UPPER storage units by Piero Lissoni + CRS 
Boffi in Ecolak basalt grey. – LOTUS mirror by Naoto 
Fukasawa. – ROUND SABBIA STONE bathtub by 
Naoto Fukasawa in white Carrara marble.– ECLIPSE 
washbasin taps and bathtub spout by Studiocharlie, 
Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD.

132

WOOD-IN units by Piero Lissoni, doors in Canaletto 
walnut U.S, top in Emperador Dark marble. – 
GARDEN washbasins by Piero Lissoni in grey PVD 
with drain-hole covering shelf in Emperator Dark 
marble. – VENEZIANA mirror by Piero Lissoni. – 
GIÒ PRO lamp by CRS Boffi in Canaletto walnut U.S 
– FISHER ISLAND STONE bathtub by Piero Lissoni 
+ CRS Boffi in Emperador Dark marble. – ECLIPSE 
washbasin taps and bathtub spout by Studiocharlie, 
Boffi Fantini Aboutwater, in Matt Gun Metal PVD. 

144

ANTIBES wardrobe by Piero Lissoni, structure in 
melamine-coated elm, interior equipment in melamine-
coated elm wood and dove grey microfibre, Handframe 
doors in transparent bronze glass with aluminium 
bronze finish frame. – ANTIBES freestanding drawer 
island unit by Piero Lissoni, Mirror glass.
 

148

ANTIBES wardrobe by Piero Lissoni, structure 
in melamine-coated thermo-treated larch, interior 
equipment in melamine-coated thermo-treated larch 
and bonded leather, Handframe doors in Metropolitan 
glass with black anodised aluminium frame.

153

ANTIBES wardrobe by Piero Lissoni, structure in 
melamine-coated elm, interior equipment in melamine-
coated elm and Agata leather, Frame+ doors in 
transparent glass with aluminium bronze finish frame.

156

ANTIBES wardrobe by Piero Lissoni, structure in 
smoked oak, black anodised aluminium frame-sides. 
– JAPO J3 doors in transparent glass with smoked oak 
frame.

158

ANTIBES wardrobe by Piero Lissoni, structure in 
smoked oak, aluminium bronze finish frame-sides. 
– OFFICINA 4×1 doors in transparent smoky bronze 
glass with aluminium bronze finish frame.

162

ANTIBES wardrobe by Piero Lissoni, structure in 
smoked oak, doors in Silcolak Paros white. – JAPO 
J1 doors in transparent smoky bronze glass with 
aluminium bronze finish frame.

164

ANTIBES walk-in closet by Piero Lissoni, structure 
and interior equipment in melamine-coated thermo-
treated larch, Extralight black anodised aluminium 
frame and back panel in Extralight glass. – FOREST 
door in black anodised aluminum.

175

ANTIBES walk-in closet by Piero Lissoni, structure 
and interior equipment in melamine-coated thermo-
treated larch, Frame+ doors in Extralight glass with 
aluminium bronze finish frame and back panel in 
Extralight glass. – MITICA door in transparent glass 
with black anodised aluminium frame.

178

ANTIBES SYSTEM open system by Piero Lissoni + 
CRS Boffi in smoked oak, desk compartment elements 
and dividers in high-gloss lacquered Petra red GL, 
PLM doors in transparent glass with black anodised 
aluminium frame and back panel in Extralight glass. 

182

ANTIBES SYSTEM open system by Piero Lissoni 
+ CRS Boffi in smoked veneer wood, drawers and 
dividers in high-gloss lacquered Caligo green GL, 
PLM doors in Metropolitan glass with black anodised 
aluminium frame.
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186

ANTIBES SYSTEM open system by Piero Lissoni + 
CRS Boffi in smoked veener wood, TV compartment 
elements and dividers in high-gloss lacquered grey GL, 
PLM doors in transparent glass with black anodised 
aluminium frame.

190

BROMPTON shelving system by Piero Lissoni in black 
anodised aluminium.
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BOFFI 

CASE SYSTEM by Piero Lissoni, kitchen 

CUT by Mario Tessarollo and Tiberio Cerato, taps  
 

TABLE SYSTEM by Piero Lissoni, kitchen 

+/- DROR, cabinets 

APRILE by Piero Lissoni, kitchen 

K20 by Norbert Wangen, kitchen 

CTLINE by Victor Vasilev, tall units 

K20 by Norbert Wangen, kitchen 

SALINAS by Patricia Urquiola, kitchen  
 

SALINAS by Patricia Urquiola, kitchen  

ECLIPSE by Studiocharlie, taps  

COMBINE by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi, kitchen 

Aboutwater (Boffi + Fantini)  
AA/27 by M. Anastassiades, taps  

COVE KITCHEN by Zaha Hadid 
 

K6+6 by Norbert Wangen, kitchen 

ANTIBES SYSTEM by Piero Lissoni, storage system 

R.I.G. BATHROOM by Mikal Harrsen, bathroom 

R.I.G. BATHROOM by Mikal Harrsen, bathroom 

Aboutwater (Boffi + Fantini)  
AK/25 by Paik Sum Kim, taps  

COMBINE by Piero Lissoni + CRS Boffi, kitchen 

ANTIBES SYSTEM by Piero Lissoni, storage system 

CASE 5.0 – BECOMING by Piero Lissoni 

MINIKITCHEN BY JOE COLOMBO 

COMBINE EVOLUTION BY PIERO LISSONI 

ANTIBES SYSTEM by Piero Lissoni

ADI Compasso d’Oro Career Award 

Red Dot Award for best product design 

ADI Compasso d’Oro Career Awards selection  
Red Dot Award for best product design 

Chicago Atheneum Good Design Award 

Chicago Atheneum Good Design Award 

EDIDA (Elle Decoration International Design Award) 

Chicago Atheneum Good Design Award 

Chicago Atheneum Good Design Award 

ADI Compasso d’Oro honourable mention 

Wallpaper* Design Award and EDIDA 
(Elle Decoration International Design Award) for best kitchen 

ADI Compasso d’Oro honourable mention 

ADI Compasso d’Oro Award 

Archiproducts Design Award in kitchen category 

Archiproducts Design Award in bathroom category 
 

EDIDA (Elle Decoration International Design Award)  
in the kitchen category 

Archiproducts Design Award in kitchen category 

Archiproducts Design Award in furniture category 

Archiproducts Design Award in bathroom category 

ADI Compasso d’Oro honourable mention 

ADI Compasso d’Oro Award 
 

Archiproducts Design Award in kitchen category 

Archiproducts Design Award in furniture category 

Archiproducts Sustainability Award 

ADI Compasso d’Oro Career Award 

ADI Compasso d’Oro honourable mention 

Archiproducts Design Award

AWARDS
Every award Boffi has won in the fields of design and sustainability is proof of its 

commitment to rigorous research, experimentation and creative innovation. 
We are proud and grateful for the achievements earned in these 90 years of business. 
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Via Oberdan, 70 
20823 Lentate sul Seveso, (MB) Italia
T. +39.0362.5341
info@boffi.com
boffi.com

Each Boffi product is made in Italy in accordance with 
ISO 9001:2015 regulations. The ISO 14001:2015 standards 
ensure the environmental impact at every stage of production. 
The quality and environmental policies provide continuous 
improvement actions that involve the entire organization. 
Boffi products are guaranteed for 3 years, as of the date of the 
guarantee certificate issue.

Some products shown in this catalogue may not be in the Boffi 
product listing. Modifications and improvements to products 
could vary from the solutions presented.
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Boffi means experimentation and high-end manufacturing 
that is in constant evolution. It is a vigorous search for beauty 
and functionality. It looks to create a distinct way of living.


